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The design parameters of a 120 GHz gyromonotron capable of output powers in ex-
cess of 1 MW are determined. A nonlinear model of the interaction between the beam
and rf field is used in which the efficiency is a function of only three normalized variables.
By expressing the technological constraints in terms of these variables, permissable de-
sign parameters yielding high efficiency operation can be calculated. Constraints that are
considered include ohmic heating of the walls, voltage depression of the beam, reduced
coupling between the beam and rf field due to beam thickness, and efficiency degradation
due to space charge forces within the beam. An analysis of the tradeoffs between current
and voltage at the 1 MW level indicates that lower order modes can be utilized at lower
voltages, but the constraints based on current limitations are difficult to satisfy. An 80 kV,
29 A design is presented that achieves a total efficiency of 44%. The primary uncertainty
of these designs is the severity of competition due to parasitic modes. However, a number
of isolated asymmetric modes appear capable of single mode emission at 1 MW based on
present experimental results. Multimegawatt operation is also considered. It is shown that
powers exceeding 20 MW are possible if single mode operation can be achieved in very
high order modes. The methodology presented in this paper is general and can be easily
adapted to other frequencies and output powers.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Significant progress has been made over the past decade in the development of high
power gyrotrons that can be used for electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) of
fusion experiments. Earlier results include cw devices that-have generated powers ranging
from 200 kw at 28 GHz [1 to 22 kW at 150 GHz [2]. More recently, 200 kW cw has been
produced at 60 GHz [3], and long pulse gyrotrons operating at 84 GHz have generated
comparable powers [4]. In addition, short pulse gyrotrons have produced powers in excess
of 100 kW at 35 GHz [5], 45 GHz, 100 GHz (2], and 140 GHz [6].
The viability of using gyrotrons for ECRH has been demonstrated in a wide variety
of experiments, including recent work in the United States (7,8] and the Soviet Union [9].
These experiments have shown that the efficiency of coupling the rf power to the plasma is
comparable to that of other heating techiniques. As a result, gyrotrons are an attractive
technology for bulk heating of fusion plasmas. One of the main advantages is the ability to
place the gyrotrons well away from the containment vessel, and therefore not subject them
to the harsh conditions that exist near the plasma. Other advantages include high intensity
power transmission, localized heating of the plasma, and simple launcher structures. For
these reasons, ECRH is a promising technique for heating fusion plasmas.
As fusion devices become larger and operate at higher magnetic fields, it will be
necessary to develop cw gyrotrons that operate at both higher frequencies and at higher
powers. Studies [10,11] indicate that frequencies in excess of 100 GHz will be required to
heat plasmas confined by magnetic fields in excess of 3.5 T. These studies also conclude
that 50 to 100 MW of rf power will be required if ECRH is to be used for bulk heating.
This suggests that individual gyrotrons that generate at least 1 MW of rf power each would
be attractive. In this paper, the viability of building megawatt gyrotrons at frequencies
above 100 GHz will be explored.
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Recent experiments that we have conducted at 140 GHz [6] indicate that efficient,
single mode emission is possible at the frequencies required for ECRH. Total efficiencies
of 36% and output powers of 175 kW were obtained using a single cavity. These results
were in good agreement with predictions based on nonlinear theory. These experiments
indicated the desirability of operating in asymmetric modes (TEm,p,i with mO) that are
isolated and therefore are less susceptible to mode competition.
The primary goal of this paper is to determined the maximum power capabilities of a
cw gyrotron oscillator operating at the frequencies required for ECRH. In order to minimze
the amount of recirculating power in the overall system, it will be assumed that the device
must operate at high efficiency. For gyrotrons, total efficiencies exceeding 40% are usually
required. Based on the success of the 140 GHz experiments, this study will analyze the
single cavity gyromonotron operating in an asymmetric mode. The simplicity of this
configuration, as well as the success this approach has had in a variety of experiments,
makes it a promising candidate. Other configurations, such as multi-cavity gyroklystrons,
could further increase both power and mode selectivity. Although these alternatives will be
discussed only briefly, the design techniques that will be used to analyze the gyromonotron
could certainly be used in conjunction with these other configurations.
This design study is primarily concerned with the physics of the interaction between
the electron beam and rf field, and the technological constraints associated with the res-
onator and beam. The physics is represented by the interaction efficiency and its de-
pendence on the device parameters. By writing the technological constraints, such as wall
ohmic losses and voltage depression of the beam, in terms of these parameters, it is possible
to determine permissable design parameters that lead to efficient operation. In addition to
determining the maximum power capabilities of a gyromonotron, a tradeoff study between
the beam current and voltage has also been conducted.
This paper is primarily concerned with the cavity region, and will not deal with
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problems associated with the design of the collector, transmission system, and vacuum
window. Recent advances in these areas suggest many of these problems are solvable. The
window appears to be the most difficult component of the overall system, especially as the
operating frequency increases. It is hoped that the use of new materials with low losses,
or a totally new design, will circumvent potential difficulties.
The gyrotron model used in this paper has been kept very general in order that all
possible operating conditions can be explored. As a result, this analysis is more compre-
hensive than past studies of cw, megawatt gyrotrons [12,13,14,15}. The axial profile of the
rf field has been modelled as a Gaussian rather than the sine that is typically used. A
variety of experiments have found that the more realistic Gaussian model of the field leads
to a better description of the operating characteristics. The possibility of choosing design
parameters other than those associated with the peak efficiency has also been considered.
It has been found that high efficiency operation in a lower order mode is possible by select-
ing operating parameters not associated with the peak efficiency. Finally, new constraints
have been explored in this paper, including those associated with beam thickness, efficiency
reduction due to space charge, and mode competition.
This paper will be organized in the following manner. In Section II, the model of the
gyrotron interaction used in this analysis will be presented. In addition, the technological
constraints that restrict the operating parameters will be reviewed. In Section III this
model will be used to design a 1 MW cw gyrotron that can be used as a source for ECRH.
The possibility of building multimegawatt gyrotrons will also be explored. In Section IV
the implications of mode competition and its effect on mode selection will be discussed.
The conclusions of this paper will be reviewed in Section V.
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11. MODEL OF THE GYROTRON
In this section, the model used in this study to describe the interaction between the
beam and rf field, and the technological constraints that limit the choice of design param-
eters, will be described. The total efficiency of the gyrotron interaction can be written
as 77T = qivel1 Q, where ?7j is the efficiency of energy extraction from the perpendicular
component of the beam, 7,1 is the amount of beam power in the perpendicular component,
and t7q is the reduction in efficiency due to ohmic losses in the cavity walls. If/31 = v1c,
where vi is the perpendicular velocity of the electrons, and -Y = 1 + Vc/511, where V, is
the cathode voltage in kV, then 77e = 0.5//(1 - g-1). In order to achieve the highest
efficiencies, an electron beam with the highest O± possible without mirroring is desirable.
The reduction in efficiency due to cavity wall losses can be shown to be quite small in
megawatt gyrotrons if the ohmic power density is restricted to a few kW/cm 2. For exam-
ple, the designs described in the next section, which have wall losses limited to 2 kW/cm 2,
have total ohmic losses of less than 1.7% of the output power. In this study, TIQ has been
set to one. -
The dependence of the total efficiency on the design parameters is primarily due to
the dependence of 7_ on these parameters. A slow time scale analysis of the nonlinear
interaction between the beam and rf field [16,17 indicates that for a given field profile, 7-
depends only on the following three parameters:
IL 7K(2L) (L)
2 nwe
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In these equations 011 = v/c, where vo1 is the parallel electron velocity, A is the wavelength,
and n is the harmonic number. The rf axial field profile is assumed to be a Gaussian of
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the form etp[-(2z/L) 2j extending from -vOL/2 to v/L/2. The parameter A indicates
the detuning between the cyclotron frequency w, and the oscillation frequency w. The
coupling strength between the beam and rf field is represented by the parameter F, which
is written in MKS units (all variables will be in MKS units unless otherwise noted). The
Bessel function Jmn is a measure of the harmonic content of the rf field at the beam
radius Re. The choice of signs in the subscript depends on the direction of azimuthal
rotation of the mode. The magnetic field is given by B0 , and k 1 = vmp/Ro, where R, is
the cavity radius, and vmp is the pth zero of J' = 0 and describes the transverse structure
of the rf field. The definitions in (1) are based on an rf electric field in the cavity with an
azimuthal component given by
EO = RE [EoJ'(kr)e(-2z/L)2,et(w-mO) (2)
where Eo is the amplitude.
A plot of the dependence of r7_ on F and i is shown in Fig. 1 for the fundamental
(n=1) interaction and the Gaussian profile given above. For each value of F and A, the
optimum A has been chosen such that the maximum efficiency is achieved. The shape
of the isoefficeiency curves can be qualitatively understood by analyzing how the rf field
amplitude and interaction length affect the work done on the electron bunch. If F and A
are small, then little work is done on the electrons and r/_ is small. The efficiency can be
raised by increasing either of these two parameters. At some point the maximum energy
extraction is achieved, and a further increase in F or p allows the electrons to regain energy
from the field and reduce the efficiency. Notice that this plot is quite general, and applies
to all frequencies and powers. For example, this plot has been used as an aid to design our
100 kW experiments [6J as well as a 10 kW diagnostic gyrotron that will operate at 137
GHz on the TARA experiment [181.
In order to select a design point on Fig. 1, the various constraints that determine what
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values of F and A are acceptable must be expressed in terms of these parameters. The
major constraint for cw gyrotrons is the average ohmic heating density of the resonator
walls Pohm. This is calculated by integrating the rf power flow into the cavity walls, and
dividing by the surface area. If L is used as the cavity length, then Pohm can be expressed
as
Pohm = 5.10 X 10 - 1 -05 2.5F2#c,2,2 (3)
where a is the electrical conductivity of the cavity wall, and Cp = Jm(m)/Jm±1(k1 Re).
In this study, a = 3.6 x 10 7(11m)-' has been assumed, which corresponds to annealed
OFHC copper at 200'C. It should be noted that this is a representative wall temperature,
and that the actual temperature will depend in a complicated manner on the design of the
cooling channels and the coolant flow rate. Also note that by changing a, a direct com-
parison can be made with other design studies. For example, Pohm= 2 kW/cm 2 at 200'C
leads to the same design parameters based on (3) as 1.6 kW/cm 2 at room temperature.
Equation (3) shows the strong tradeoff between frequency and field amplitude, with
high w operation setting a strong upper limit on F. The mode dependence is contained in
the factor Cm,. This variable is strongly dependent on the mode selected when operating
in a lower order mode and locating the beam on an inner radial maximum of the rf field.
As higher order modes are utilized and the beam is placed near the wall, this parameter
approaches one and is weakly influenced by the choice of modes. For example, for potential
operating modes with vmP between 15 and 22, Cmp = 0.82 ± 0.10 for the beam located
on a field maximum near the wall. In these cases, the ohmic constraint is relatively
independent of the operating mode. Figure 2 shows F as a function of cathode voltage
and Pohm for 120 GHz, a = 2, and Cmp=0. 75. Operation at higher values of F requires
either a lower voltage or an increase in the amount of power that can be dissipated in the
cavity walls. For Pohm=2 kW/cm 2, the maximum efficiency at F=0.14 would require a
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relatively low voltage of 57 kV. Higher voltage operation would be possible by operating at
a lower efficiency. Although this graph suggests that low voltage operation is advantageous,
constraints associated with large beam currents tend to offset this result.
The next important constraint is associated with the diffractive Q, QD, and describes
the energy balance within the cavity. The diffractive Q can be defined as QD = wE,/P,
where E, is the stored energy in the resonator. For a cylindrical cavity with a Gaussian
axial rf field profile, E, = E E2 (7r/2) .5 (L/2kI)(v2, - m 2 )J2(Vmp). In addition, previous
analyses [19,20] of gyrotron cavities in which the power is extracted from the end of the
resonator, as opposed to the sides, have shown that
47r L 2
2(1 ) R2 A)
where R 2 is the reflectivity at the output end of the cavity, and the input end is assumed to
have a reflectivity of one. Combining QD = wE,/P with (4), and rewriting the resulting
equation in terms of F, A, and p yields
2155F 2 (1 - 0.5A,2)2
C =(5)
2P(MW) )
where CD = 2PM)
C2 in2) - m .y2a(1 - R 2 )
and a = '_/31. In Fig. 3 this equation has been plotted on the isoefficiency plot (Fig. 1)
assuming A32 = 0.1.
The output power and mode strongly influence the choice of F and y as a result of
(5). For example, if F is fixed by (3), then the above equation can result in a i that is too
small for efficient energy extraction if P is too large. In this case it is usually necessary
to operate in a higher order mode in order to get the desired output power. The choice
of mode becomes important because of the stored energy factor (v,1/ - m 2 ). For a given
value of vmp, symmetric modes with m- 0 have the most stored energy, while whispering
gallery modes with vmp - m have the least. It is this constraint, and not the limit on
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wall loading, that typically limits whispering gallery modes to lower powers. This can be
seen by noting that, for a given V, and w, all modes require approximately the same F
based on (2). If p is then determined by q_., then whispering gallery modes will yield the
lowest power according to (5) because P scales as the stored energy. Also note that (5)
assumes coupling from the end of the cavity, which makes QD a function of the cavity
length. Often the selection of L that gives the best tnj results in a QD that is too large.
This in turn requires operation in a high order mode because (v2 - m 2 ) OC PQD. If QD
were decoupled from p, for example by extracting power from the side of the cavity, then
this problem could be avoided.
The third major constraint is voltage depression of the electron beam AV [21,21]. This
represents kinetic energy of the beam that has been transformed into potential energy and
is therefore not available for conversion into rf power. In this analysis, the electrons are
assumed to be uniformly distributed between cavity radii Re - Ab/2 and Re + A b/2, where
Ab = 2 rL + Ag, rL is the Larmor radius, and Ag is the radial spread of the electron
gyrocenters. If Ab < Re, as is typically true for a gyrotron, then
AV = 30IG(R,, A b)
'3(6)
where G(Re, Ab) ~ 0.75 + 21n R )
Re Re + Ab/2
This beam depression consists of two components, the voltage drop from Re to the outer
edge of the beam, which is given by the first term of G, and the drop from the beam edge
to the cavity wall, given by the second term. If AV is restricted to 10% of Vc, then an
upper limit can be placed on the current, which for a given power determines the following
limit on ?T:
1.28 x 10 3 G(Re, Ab)P(MW) (7)
Ol(-Y - 1)2
This constraint can be made less severe by placing the beam as close to the cavity wall as
possible. In this study we have restricted Re/Ro <; 0.9 in order to avoid beam interception
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on the cavity wall.
There are changes in the velocity components of the beam as a result of the transfor-
mation of kinetic to potential energy. These changes can be calculated by noting that -y 1
is a constant of the motion of the beam without the rf field present [21]. If the decrease
in -y is relatively small, then most of the kinetic energy is lost from the parallel direction.
This reduction in vjj results in an upper limit on the beam current IMAX. If I = eNeviiA,
where Ne is the electron density and A is the cross-sectional area of the beam, then IMAX
occurs when dI/aN, = 0, which gives avBI/dN, = -vll/Ne. This leads to
1.71 x104 [1 - (l- #)3 -}1-.5
IMAX = G(Re, 1) (8)
where y0 and #11,, refer to these parameters without voltage depression taken into account.
This constraint becomes particularly severe for low voltage operation.
The reduction in #1 due to AV also increases the potential for beam mirroring that
could ultimately disrupt the operation of the gyrotron. If A/#_±//3 is the perpendicular
velocity spread, and no spread in -y is assumed, then the minimum 31 in the beam is
# 22mi 1 - (3_ + AO_1 ) 2  (9)
By combining the definition of -y:
1
-y2= (10)1-f 3 2 -02
and
3 So ~5.11 x 105
the following equation can be derived and solved for y:
(_. - _)2(_2 - CI) =22 2 (12)
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where C1 = [1 + ('yi1,o)2 ] and C 2 = 5.87 x 10-5IG(Re, A g). As with IMAX, the effect of
AV on Oil can be alleviated by operating at a lower current with the beam near the wall.
There are two constraints associated with the thickness of the beam. The first results
from the voltage drop across Ag, which implies that each electron has a different -y. This
drop must be limited because it represents a spread in the detuning parameter A. If it
becomes too large, then iI cannot be optimized for all the electrons. The voltage drop
also introduces some variation in the velocity components, but this effect is usually small
and can be neglected. Calculations indicate that a voltage drop across Ag exceeding 3 kV
will reduce the efficiency by more than 10% of its optimum value. In general, the drop in
1 MW devices is typically less than 1% of V, and thus well below 3 kV, and the reduction
in ?T should therefore be small.
The second condition related to beam thickness is based on coupling between the
beam and rf field, and is more restrictive. According to (1), each electron sees a different
value of F which depends on the radial position of its gyrocenter. If A. is large compared
to the width of the rf radial maximum, then the variation of F across the beam will also
be large and it will not be possible to optimize q1 for all electrons. In addition, a radial
spread of the electrons increases the potential for multimode operation [231. The following
constraint has been used in this analysis to ensure good coupling:
2 Ag < 0.3 (13)A
This inequality limits the spread of gyrocenters to 30% of A/2, which is the minimum
radial width of an rf peak in a gyrotron cavity. As a comparison, 2A./A was 0.21 in our
140 GHz experiments in which single mode, high efficiency operation was achieved.
The final constraint considered in this analysis is associated with space charge effects
within the beam. This effect can be analyzed by including an additional factor in the
slow time scale equation of motion that models the forces due to neighboring electrons
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0[24]. The magnitude of these forces is determined by the factor S = 4w2/7r/32w, where
,p = V/e 2Ne/come. Numerical simulations indicate that there is a degradation of r_± as S
increases, with -2 < ar-1 /dS < -1 for the design parameters that are being considered
in this study. Based on a reduction of rj of 0.06, an upper limit of 0.04 has been used for
S. This leads to the following constraint on the beam current density J:
J = Neev < J, = 1.87 x 104 0ijw 2 (GHz) (14)
For OL=0.4, 01=0.2, and w=120 GHz, J,=862 A/cm 2 . The 1 MW designs considered in
this paper have current densities of about 360 A/cm2 , comparable to the 380 A/cm2 found
in our 140 GHz experiments. Thus, in these cases (14) is easily satisfied.
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III. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
In this section, the isoefficiency plot and constraints outlined in Section 11 will be
used to design a 1 MW, 120 GHz gyrotron. The values of F and k' consistent with the
constraints will be calculated in order to determine the interaction efficiencies that are
possible and optimize the operating characteristics of the gyrotron. The major result of
choosing both a higher frequency and power than is possible with present cw gyrotrons is
the necessity to operate in a higher order mode. This can be seen by combining (3) and
(5), and assuming o- = 3.6 x 10 7 (m) -1, which yields
(V 2 2470pP(MW)w 2.5 (GHz)(P - m2 =.(A5)(v%, - in2 ) - (1 - R2)P ohma(l -- .5A13) (
This equation shows the strong tradeoff between power and frequency if the same operating
mode is used. If both parameters are allowed to rise, then (V2 - m 2 ) must increase,
resulting in a denser mode spectrum and an increased potential for mode competition.
The restrictions of operating space based on Pohm, QD, and AV ((3), (5), and (6)
respectively), are shown in Fig. 4. This graph assumes 1 MW, 120 GHz operation with
CmP=0.75, Re/Ro=0.8, and a=2. The shaded regions represent allowable operating pa-
rameters for cathode voltages of 50 and 90 kV. The upper, horizontal boundaries are due
to Pohm, which is independent of p. As V, increases, the regions of highest efficiency be-
come inaccessible, and in order to obtain adequate r7_ the cavity length must be increased.
The lower boundaries of the two regions are given by (7) and are based on AV/Ve=0.1.
In solving (7), (11) was used to calculate y, and 01 was determined from (10) using a=2.
When calculating G, G(Re, At) ~ G(Re, 0) was assumed. This can be shown to be true for
A b consistent with (13). Figure 4 indicates that high efficiency, 1 MW operation is possible
in spite of the AV constraint. However, this constraint will become more restrictive if the
beam is placed farther from the cavity wall, or if the power is increased to multi-megawatt
levels.
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The dashed curves in Fig. 4 indicate the operating mode required in order that
equilibrium exist in the cavity. The vm, of symmetric modes is shown, but this can be
easily scaled to assymetric modes using (5). These curves assume R 2 =0 and I
and -y and O_ have been calculated neglecting the effects of voltage depression. This graph
suggests that low voltage operation is advantageous and leads to operation in lower order
modes. For example, for Ve=50 kV, high q1 can be obtained with mp as low as 16,
while 90 kV operation requires v, above 20 in order to achieve comparable efficiencies.
However, low voltage operation requires a thick beam and I - IMAX.
It order to better understand the tradeoffs between beam current and voltage, and
determine if the other constraints discussed in Section II could be satisfied, an analysis
of 1 MW, 120 GHz operation was done for V, between 50 and 90 kV. If V, is chosen,
then the major unknown parameters are the mode, current, F, and A. The four equations
used in this analysis to calculate these parameters were (3), (5), P = rijV1J, where
V1 = 0.512 /(1 - -j')Vc, and r/1 = 0.60. The above equation for P is convenient to use
because the parameters are weakly affected by voltage depression (eg., V 1 ~ V±,,). In this
analysis, O1- and 1 1 were allowed to vary consistent with (10), (11), and 0=2.
The results of this study are shown in Fig. 5 for two values of Re/Ro. The first graph
indicates that the minimum vU, gradually increases as V, increases, and is virtually the
same for Re/RO = 0.7 and 0.8. Considering only symmetric modes, a beam voltage of 60
kV yields the TEO,5 ,1 as the operating mode, while 83 kV requires that the TEO,6 ,1 mode
be chosen. Figures 5(b) through 5(d) suggest that higher voltages may be more desirable,
because the constraints based on current limitations can be more easily satisfied. In Fig.
5(b), the ratio I/IMAx has been plotted. For both curves, the current is a large fraction
of IMAX for voltages below 60 kV. This indicates substantial voltage depression is present,
which could lead to a degradation of the operating characteristics. If a low V, is selected,
then the beam must be near the wall in order that ]MAX be sufficiently large. This could
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restrict the choice of modes, and potentially require operation in a mode with severe mode
competition. The higher currents required at lower V, also result in a thicker beam, as
is shown in Fig. 5(c). In order to calculate Ag, a current density J of 360 A/cm 2 was
assumed. This is consistent with a cathode angle of 250, a current density at the cathode
of 5 A/cm 2, and B 0 /Bk=30, where Bk is the magnetic field at the cathode [25]. At lower
voltages, the limit given by (13) is exceeded, indicating that in these cases there is a greater
reduction in r7T due to the variation of F across the beam, as well as an increased potential
for mode competition. As in Fig. 5(b), increasing Re/Ro alleviates these problems but
could restrict the choice of modes. Finally, Fig. 5(d) shows the effect of velocity spread.
The minimum #1 of electrons in the beam has been calculated using (9). The curves for
R,/R, = 0.7 and 0.8 are virtually identical. For Av±/vw = 0.05, this parameter is positive
for all voltages, indicating that no electrons are reflected. However, a larger spread could
result in mirroring, especially at lower V. Operation at higher voltages would provide a
larger margin of safety.
Table I lists the design parameters for a 1 MW, 120 GHz gyrotron with Vc=80 kV,
a=2, and Re/R 0 =0.8. This is a good operating voltage because the constraints considered
in this study are all easily satisfied. For example, I < IMAX, and Ag/A is well below the
limit given by (13). Voltage depression is only 2.2% of Ve. The reduction in efficiency due
to space charge should be minimal, with J, substantially larger than the 360 A/cm 2 used
in this design. One uncertainty of this design is the severity of mode competition that
will be experienced due to operation in a high order mode. This potential problem will be
discussed in the next section.
The model described in Section 11 can also be used to determine the design parameters
for higher power operation. The results of such an analysis are shown in Table II. The
methodology used is somewhat different from that just presented for the 1 MW gyrotron.
Instead of fixing P and t_, the current was set at 0 .7 1 MAX, and (v - m 2 ) 0 -5 = 25 was
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chosen as a representative value of the highest order mode consistent with single mode
operation. As in the 1 MW analysis, the frequency was fixed at 120 GHz, Cmp=0. 7 5, and
R 2 =0. In order to maximize IMAX, Re/Ro was increased to 0.9 from 0.8. The choice of a
was somewhat complicated because of the dependence of IMAX on 03 . Although efficiency,
and therefore power, generally increase as a increases, the corresponding reduction in 31
also reduces IMAX, and the net effect could be a lower output power. It was found that for
the parameters given above, these opposing trends offset one another, and the net result is
a weak dependence of P on a. We have therefore chosen a high value of a of 2.5 in order
to obtain high efficiency operation. For each Vc, F was chosen based on (3), and u was
then varied until (5) was satisfied. The beam parameters were determined from Eqs. (6),
(10), (11), and the constant of the motion -y3. It was found that P increased as V, was
increased because of the strong dependence of IMAX on #1,o. However, irT decreased at
the same time. Therefore, the voltage that resulted in the highest power consistent with
r7T > 0.4 was chosen as the final design.
Three different designs are given in Table II. The first column is based on a symmetric
Gaussian field profile (Fig. 1) and Pohm=2 kW/cm 2, and can be compared directly to
results in Table I. The latter two columns are based on an asymmetric Gaussian with the
following profile:
exp (A+ 1) for z < 0
f(z) /(16)
exp [ (A+1)z)2] for z > 0
where A represents the amount of asymmetry. A plot of ri±(Fp) for A=2 is shown in
Fig. 6. A comparison with Fig. 1 indicates that the isoefficiency curves have shifted to
lower values of F and it, and that the 70% region has greatly expanded. This suggests
that, for a given mode, this profile should result in higher powers. This is supported by
a comparison of the second column with the first. The most dramatic increase in power
occurs when PoAm is allowed to increase to 4 kW/cm 2. In this case, powers in excess of 7
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MW are possible. The primary reason for this increase is the ability to operate at a higher
voltage, which also increases IMAX, and still achieve an F and P sufficiently large for high
efficiency. The voltage depression in all three cases is relatively large, but below the 10%
limit discussed in the previous section. The beam thickness was calculated assuming a
cathode current density of 10 A/cm 2, which yields J=720 A/cm 2. This higher density
yields A for all three designs that are close to the limit given by (13). This density is
also close to J, as given by (14), suggesting that degradation due to space charge may be
present in these devices.
If no limitation is placed on Lmp, then the maximum power capabilities of a gy-
romonotron can be determined. Using constraints based on Pohm and QD, one can show
that powers exceeding 20 MW are possible at 120 GHz with high efficiency. Such a device
could be more attractive than present high power sources, such as neutral beams, because
of its inherent efficiency and the ability to place it far from the reactor. Gyrotrons capable
of such high powers are possible by increasing V, well above 100 kV, and operating close
to IMAX. As V, rises, (3) necessitates operation at low F. If the isoefficiency curves in
Figs. 1 and 6 continue to trend lower as i increases, then high nT will be possible at small
F, and P will increase indefinitely. However, if these curves become horizontal, then V,
can be determined based on the minimum F consistent with a given q1. For example,
if 2 ij > 0.5 is required, then the minimum F based on a symmetric Gaussian profile is
0.03 [17j, which occurs at /z=65. For a = 2.5 and Pohm=2 kW/cm 2, (3) gives a V, of 180
kV, while a current of 310 A is based on 0 .7 IMAX. The output power is 20.6 MW, and
77T=0. 3 7 . As would be expected from the large M and P, vmp is substantial. According
to (5), vmp=131 for m=0. Whether stable, single mode operation in such a high order
mode is possible remains to be determined. New techniques resulting in effective mode
discrimination will undoubtedly be required.
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IV. MODE COMPETITION
As mp of the operating mode increases, the number of potential competing modes
also rises. The number of parasitic modes can be approximated by determining those with
an excitation region that overlaps the operating point of the desired mode Aopt. This will
encompass those modes that satisfy the condition 0< ZA'ar < A0,p, where the subscript
par will be used to signify parasitic oscillations. Based on (1), these modes will have
frequencies within the interval Awpar = 0.5Aopt3IW. We have found that the average
number N of TEm,,,I modes within an interval Aw is well approximated for a cylindrical
cavity by the expression N = 0.28ROwAw/c 2 . This leads to the following equation for the
average number of parasitic modes:
Npar = 0.14 (Lmp01/) 2 Aopt (17)
The strong dependence on VM is clearly evident. Using this formula for the MIT TEO, 3 ,1
experiment at 140 GHz, one parasitic mode would be expected. The number of competing
modes increases to four for the design presented in Table I, and for the multimegawatt
designs of Table II, (17) yields eight such modes. This qualitatively indicates the increasing
severity of mode competition as the output power rises. Since Npar represents the average
number of parasitic modes, it is desirable to choose an operating mode that is isolated and
thus has less than Npar competing modes.
Two problems arise when dealing with parasitic oscillations in a gyrotron oscillator.
The first is excitation of parasitic modes before the mode of interest is initiated. This is
strongly dependent upon the time evolution of the voltages and current during the startup
phase of operation. Parasitic modes with frequencies slightly above that of the desired
mode are the most problematic. Analysis using linear theory 1101 indicates that keeping
V, relatively constant during the startup phase, and therefore minimizing the variation
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of A during this phase, reduces the potential for exciting these modes. Thus, initiating
operation via anode voltage modulation is desirable. In addition to the startup phase,
placement of the beam is also critical. By maximizing. coupling to the mode of interest
and therefore reducing its starting current, this mode can be excited at a lower current
than competing ones. In some cases it may advantageous to place the beam slightly off the
radial peak of the rf field in order to reduce coupling to parasitic modes to a minimum. The
effectiveness of beam placement is reduced as A9 increases. However, if (13) is satisfied,
this technique should be effective. For example, the MIT 140 GHz experiment [61 was
designed with Ag/A = 0.10, and single mode emission was achieved with high efficiency in
the mode of interest.
The second problem associated with parasitic oscillations is mode stability once the
desired mode is excited. This requires a nonlinear analysis of the interaction between
the beam and rf field. In general, if a mode is present in the cavity it strongly perturbs
the beam and increases the starting current of other modes 126,27,28}. This is especially
true when the gyrotron is operating near the optimum A of the excited mode. Numerical
simulations indicate that the degree of suppression is effected not only by A but also by
the parameter 4, which is a ratio of the coupling beiween the parasitic mode and rf field
to the coupling between the operating mode and field. If QT,o, ~ QT,,ar, Wo, ~ Wpar, and
a beam with no thickness is assumed, then
[T(V.' = (18)
C V2t -M 2)],a1CMP(1inp - j2 ] r
where the subscript op refers to the operating mode. The smaller 4 is, the harder it is to
excite the parasitic mode. For example, for parameters similar to those given in Table I
(Po, = Apar =17 and F0 p=0.08), Zarnitsina and Nusinovich [27] found that no parasitic
mode could be excited for Ap > 0.2 if 4 <1. Therefore, at the optimum A of 0.4, single
mode operation would be expected if such a 4 could be obtained. Excitation of parasitic
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modes was possible when Ap < 0.2, possibly due to mode enhancement effects [231.
Although the above studies indicate single mode operation is possible if q is sufficiently
small, they assumed an idealized beam with no thickness or velocity spread. It is likely
that both of these effects will increase the potential for parasitic oscillations. At present, a
stability analysis with these effects taken into account does not exist. Therefore, previous
experimental results may give the best indication of the potential for single mode operation
in megawatt gyrotrons. In the MIT experiment [6], single mode emission was achieved with
r7T=0. 36 in the TE 2,3 ,1 mode, which has virtually no competition. For the TEo, 3, 1 mode,
single mode emission was also achieved but the highest efficiency was 30%, or 81% of
the efficiency without competition. In this case the parasitic mode was the TE 2 ,3, 1 and
Aw/w = (wop - Wpar)/wop was 2.0%. Similar results were achieved at NRL [291 at 35 GHz
using the TEO, 4, 1 mode. In their case the TE 2 ,4 ,1, which has no competition, produced a
peak r7T of 52%, while the TEO, 4 ,1 with Aw/w=1.2% yielded 40%. Therefore, reasonable
efficiency appears feasible with mode separations as small as 1-2%. A number of isolated,
asymmetric modes are available that could be used for one megawatt operation and satisfy
this condition. For example, the TE1 5 ,2 ,1 mode with Re/R,=0.7 is a good candidate. Its
primary competing mode is the TE1 1 ,3 , 1 , and mode separation is 3.2%, which is larger
than the separations in the above experiments.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a parametric model was developed for a gyromonotron and used to de-
sign 120 GHz devices capable of output powers in excess of 1 MW. This model is based on
a slow time scale description of the beam-rf field interaction. This theory shows that, for a
given axial rf field profile, the efficiency is a function of three normalized parameters repre-
senting the interaction length, the field amplitude, and the magnetic field. By expressing
the technological constraints of the gyrotron in terms of these variables, permissable design
parameters leading to high efficiency operation can be determined. Constraints that were
considered in this model include ohmic heating of the walls, the diffractive Q of the cavity,
voltage depression of the beam, reduced coupling between the beam and rf field due to
beam thickness, and efficiency degradation due to space charge forces within the beam.
This model was kept as general as possible in order that all possible operating conditions
could be explored. As a result, it can be applied to a wide range of frequencies and powers.
A 1 MW device was analyzed in order to determine the optimum cathode voltage and
beam current. It was found that as the voltage increased, the ohmic heating limit required
a reduction in the field amplitude, and a corresponding increase in the interaction length.
This increased the cavity Q and led to operation in a higher order mode. Therefore, it is
desirable to choose the lowest voltage consistent with the constraints associated with the
beam current. The design parameters of an 80 kV, 29 A gyrotron with an efficiency of 44%
were calculated and are given in Table I. It was also found that voltage depression becomes
evident at the 1 MW level, and thus the beam parameters must be calculated consistent
with this effect. This is especially true as the current approaches the upper limit given
by (8). The design in Table I requires an oversized cavity with the potential for severe
mode competition. However, a number of isolated asymmetric modes appear capable of
single mode emission and good efficiencies based on a comparison with mode separations
in present experiments.
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Multimegawatt operation was also considered in this study. One set of designs was
calculated based on a current of 0 .7 IMAX and a mode index vmp of 25. The designs were
chosen by increasing the voltage as much as possible while maintaining r-T >0.4. For a wall
heating of 2 kW/cm 2 and a symmetric Gaussian field profile, 3.2 MW could be generated.
By using an asymmetric Gaussian, which produces higher efficiencies for a given length
and rf field, powers could be increased to 4.0 MW. The biggest change occurred when the
wall heating limit was increased to 4 kW/cm2 . In this case 7.3 MW was possible. If no
limitation is placed on mp, then even higher powers can be generated. For example, if
r>i 0.5 is required, then powers in excess of 20 MW are possible. Thus, the gyrotron is
a source capable of producing extremely high power efficiently in the millimeter range.
In this paper, the gyrotron was modelled as a single cavity oscillator. One of the
uncertainties of this configuration is the ability to achieve single mode emission. Previous
experiments suggest that isolated, asymmetric modes should make this possible to the 1
MW level. Beyond this other designs, or mode selection techniques, may be required.
The possibilities include multiple cavity devices such as gyroklystrons or gyrotwystrons.
These sources are based on prebunching of the beam by a mode that can be controlled,
which results in effective discrimination against modes at other frequencies or with differ-
ent azimuthal field structures. In addition, the prebunching results in high efficiency at
shorter interaction lengths and leads to operation in lower order modes. Another potential
technique is injection locking by an external source. The methodology presented in this
study will still be relevant for these devices if the appropriate isoefficiency graphs can be
generated. Then the constraints discussed here, as well as new limitations introduced by
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Table I. Design parameters for a 1 MW, 120 GHz, gyrotron with a
symmetric Gaussian axial field profile and V,=80 kV.
Asymmetry A=1 A=2 A=2
Pohm(kW/Cm 2 ) 2.0 2.0 4.0
P(MW) 3.2 4.0 7.3
I(A) 118 138 182
Ve(kV) 70 80 100
r7 (%)M51 48 54
?T(%) 39 36 40
F 0.10 0.085 0.09
y 10.0 8.5 10.1
A V/V(%) 6.2 6.0 5.8
Ag/A 0.12 0.14 0.18
Table II. Design parameters for 120 GHz, multimegawatt gyrotrons
with Gaussian axial field profiles and (v 2 - m 2 ) A =25.
FIGURES
Figure 1 Perpendicular efficiency r1-, optimized with respect to A, versus the normalized
field amplitude F and the normalized interaction length p. The rf field profile is
a symmetric Gaussian.
Figure 2 The field amplitude F versus cathode voltage and cavity wall ohmic heating
density for 120 GHz. Curves were derived from (3) assuming a = #_/#9=2 and
Cmp=0. 7 5 .
Figure 3 Operating conditions based on an energy balance within the cavity superimposed
on Fig. 1. CD is defined in (5).
Figure 4 Shaded regions represent allowable operating regions for cathode voltages of 50
and 90 kV assuming 1 MW, 120 GHz operation. Dashed lines are mode indices
Vmp based on an equilibrium in the cavity.
Figure 5 Design parameters versus cathode voltage for 1 MW, 120 GHz operation. (a)- The
minimum mode index. (b)- The ratio of beam current to the maximum current
given by (8). (c)- The radial spread in gyrocenters Ag. (d)- The minimum 0 11 in
the beam assuming a velocity spread Av±/v1 of 5%.
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